ARRAHMAH PEACE PROJECT
MISSION:
Invite humanity towards the Message of Allah SWT in accordance with
Quranic teachings and Prophetic traditions of PBUH. We strive to create
awareness and by providing knowledge about Islam and remove the
misconceptions and falsehoods that are spread about the religion. Our goal is
to serve as a conduit/guide steering the people seeking knowledge towards
Quran and Sunnah, wishing with Allah’s blessing for the seeker to attain
proper understanding and find inner and outer peace.

SCOPE:
This Dawa initiative will serve Muslim as well as Non-Muslim
communities...ArRahmah will restrict the program to women only at present.
Dedicated and specialized teams will interact with various institutions such
as Women shelters, women prisons, women’s correctional facilities, hospitals,
senior centres, county health care centres etc.
The Main team will consist of ArRahmah Islamic Institutes Graduates and
current students. They will be provided online additional adequate training,
knowledge and Dawa techniques. In addition, other willing community
members ( if they fulfill the criteria) will be enrolled to join this noble
mission. Apart from initial training, refresher courses will be offered on a
regular basis as well. Sisters engaged in the Dawa will be provided constant
support and feedback.
The recipients of Dawa whether Muslims or Non-Muslims can receive
educational materials like brochures, Translations of Quran in English and
other languages, books, Abaya, Kofi, prayer mats and other Islamic literature
depending upon their needs.

ARRAHMAH DAWA COMMITTEE:
A designated group of sisters will be responsible for, to design, give training,
implement , monitor and to follow up for this dawa program.
A sister’s committee of X#’s will serve the following.
Identify and encourage ArRahma sisters to participate in the program
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Create and promote a better sense of understanding of Islam with
muslims and Non-muslims.
Promote the need for Dawa and find innovative ways to make the mission
more meaningful and captivating.
Act as a bridge between serving and served groups and foster positive
and candid relationships between the two parties.
Enhance and strengthen love and unity within our own community for it
to sustain and grow further.

